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COSTA BLANCA DREAM PROPERTIES

Ref. 3147

El Refugio

Frontline property in Jávea

To whom it
may concern
The Mediterranean Sea coast is the most
beautiful and fascinating that Spain has to
offer, especially here, on the northern Costa
Blanca between Valencia and Alicante. Nestling
between these two magnificent, historic cities,
the coastline reveals an incredible richness of
scenic, natural grandeur and superb, cultural
architecture, with Valencia’s sacred buildings
alone being unparalleled.
It is time to point out the property on the
right that is simply splendid and splendidly
simple and magnificently created with a
hint of mystery and that level of astonishing
fascination that is actually only preserved for
the wonders. The captivating location and
unique architecture make this property a
grandiose experience.
With unabated enthusiasm, we are delighted
to present you with three further magnificent
specimens of Levantine architecture, some with
considerable, international participation, here in
issue No 11 of our company brochure El Sueño.
Should you have any questions or would like
more detailed information, I am more than
happy to assist you.
With fondest regards,

Julia Arp
+34 665 316 374
contact@hg-hamburg.de

Hanseatische Gesellschaft Hamburg
Costa Blanca Immobilien-Vermittlung Walter Arp mbH

Ref. 3003

Ref. 3009

Villa Devana
DÉNIA
The Mediterranean Sea on the horizon, the sweeping bay and yachting marina with its hustle and bustle are close yet
sufficiently distant - a scenic dream “par excellence” at any time of the year or day, especially at night. The villa of 500m²
was built in 2003 on a plot of 2.018m² with 4 bedrooms, 3 bathrooms, has floor heating, shutters, an apartment and is
suitable for wheelchairs. A true jewel of a villa, one of the most refined category, with outstanding building qualities.
€ 1.490.000,-.

Ref. 2806

Kir Royal
MORAIRA
Beautiful Villa of 584m² on a south-west facing, flat plot of 1.610m² built in 2003 with fascinating sea and valley views.
A Mediterranean charm situated in seclusion, nestling against the sheltered slope. This stylish villa of 3 bedrooms, 3
bathrooms, 2 lounges has floor heating, sauna and A/C and provides space for 2 more bedrooms. It is a grand residence
with the added enticement of a dreamlike setting, the likes of which can only be found on the northern Costa Blanca.
€ 1.590.000,-.

Ref. 3147

La Paloma
BENISSA
Most certainly a connoisseur’s property par excellence – authentic, captivating and naturally situated on the frontline! South facing plot of 1.000m², built in 1980, 3 bedrooms, 4 bathrooms, open plan salon and kitchen, 10m pool,
apartment, garage and carport. The villa is the perfect distance from the picturesque coastal road, with its colourful life
and activities and still is entirely private and secluded. This is an exquisite Spanish oasis with a not unappealing price.
€ 1.700.000,-.

Ref. 3003

El Refugio
JÁVEA
The location is just like the coast itself – enchantingly beautiful and an eternal sanctuary, the architecture respects the
elaborate rules of Feng Shui. Three separate buildings add up to 800m² on a front line plot of striking 5.588m² built in
1991 with 7 bedrooms (main villa: 2, guest house: 3, staff: 2), 5 bathrooms, 3 lounges and 2 kitchens. Floor heating, double garage, Jacuzzi by the cliff, barbecue. A property of such extraordinary perfection and beauty can rarely be found.
€ 3.300.000,-.
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Los datos y precios indicados en este catálogo no son contractuales y pueden variar según condiciones del mercado.
The data and prices indicated in this publication are not contractual and may vary according to market conditions.
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